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OFFLOADING, 

TRANSPORTATION 

AND  

SETTING 



110 ton Reactor arriving at 

the job site on three rail cars 

Note spacer car Car  

Fixed bolster on the rear car, 

Sliding bolster on the front car 



Removing front car 

and spacer car 

Manitowoc 4100 S-2 

230 Ton Crane 



Installing the 

lowboy under 

the top end of 

the reactor. 

Steerable Dolly 



Steerable Dolly 

Note that the 4100 Manitowoc is in 

front of the lowboy.  It is being moved 

in to the lift area to tail the reactor up.   



Tie down for 

rail shipment 







Two things to note about the general arrangement drawing for the LTL-Transi-lift. 

1. See the overhaul ball detail at the boom point which was used for the whip 

line. 

2. See detail A just above it showing how to tie off the whip line using a 

Sauerman continuous cable clamp and then how to lash it to the back side of 

the boom butt.  The reason for this is that the Manitowoc 4100 did not have 

enough drums to be able to hook up the whip line during the erection of the 

heavy plant equipment.  So it was tied off until all of the heavy lifts were 

made, then the main line was tied off and the excess wire was removed from 

the drum.  The whip line was then attached to the same drum, and the main 

line was coiled up and lashed to the back side of the boom drum in the same 

location where the whip line had been lashed.    

 

Ordinarily, a heavy lift crane is not used to set structural steel.  They are too 

expensive and too slow.  But in this case there were two reasons for doing so. 

1. The reactor structure needed to be constructed as soon as possible and a long 

boom was required. 

2. In this case, the front crawler could be left in one position and the rear crawler 

(the Manitowoc 4100 crawler crane) could be walked side ways so the whip 

line hook could be swung from the pick point of the structural steel to the set 

point.  This allowed the LTL-350 to be used pretty much like a regular crane.   



Note: 

1. The bottom end of the reactor is still under the pipe bridge. 

2.  There are pipe racks on all three sides of the lift area. 

3.  The view is looking East.  

 

 



Lowboy pulled forward through pipe rack. 

Steerable dolly is being rolled out backward. 





Note the ropes hooked 

to the lift slings for easy 

sling removal 



Lampson 

LTL-350 

Transi-Lift 

350 ton  

Lift Crane 

With 260’ 

boom 



Note that both 

crawlers are in line 

with each other 



Rear crawlers 

turned in order 

to swing for 

final setting of 

reactor  



The next two slides show the drawing of a Rigging Progress Report and a Rigging 

Equipment List.  Note that the rigging progress report is not for this project as one 

could not be found. They are shown here as they are two of the most important 

documents that the rigging engineering department uses to communicate with the 

field Construction Manager, the field Purchasing Agent and the field Rigging 

Superintendent.  They are both issued to the field on the 1st and 15th of each month. 

 

The rigging progress and information report is filled out by the home office rigging 

engineer as soon as a plant equipment list is available.  Using established guide 

lines, the rigging engineer lists the plant equipment that he feels the rigging 

engineering department should be responsible for as engineered lifts.  It is then sent 

to the field Construction Manager who reviews it and then agrees with it or marks it 

up to delete or add certain plant equipment.  He then sends it back to the home 

office rigging department and it becomes their scope of work.  It is filled out as the 

rigging engineer designs the lifts.  

 

 The rigging equipment list is made out by the home office rigging engineer as he 

designs the lifts for a project.  The field then knows what equipment to buy, rent or 

fabricate.  It also shows the drawing numbers or tag numbers of the equipment that 

it will be used to lift with. By using the ETA at site of each piece of plant equipment 

shown on the right side of the rigging progress report, the field knows when the 

rigging equipment/gear for a particular lift should be at the site. 

 

 

 







FINÉ 


